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Unit 1 Overview  
Content Area:                           Spanish 

Unit Title:                                  Families and Communities 

Target Course/Grade Level:  AP Spanish / 12 

Unit Summary:  The developed design and organization is based on TEMAS, a new program 
from Vista Higher Learning, which is totally built on authentic resources that not only provide 
the major content of the thematic units and contexts within each, but which also present students with 
an overabundance of cultural content through which to explore products, practices, and perspectives of 
the Spanish speaking world. 
Primary interdisciplinary connections:  Literature, Art,  Music, Spanish and Latin American History 
21st century themes:  Literary awareness and Cultural diversity  

Unit Rationale:  In order to understand any written sources from novels, short stories, newspapers, 
internet, etc., it is essential to know the different forms of the verb tenses and acquire new vocabulary.  
Learning new vocabulary and reviewing grammar, students will be one-step closer to accomplishing their 
goal of passing the AP Spanish Language examination.  Students must also learn to communicate using 
the proper tense and know when and how to apply it.  Using the regular and irregular forms of the 
preterit, Imperfect, present perfect, pluperfect, future tenses, conditional and subjunctive in their 
narrations students will be able to understand, read, discuss, and write about completed and habitual 
actions in the past and future. 

Learning Targets 

Standards 
7.1 All students will be able to use a world language in addition to English to engage in meaningful 
conversation, to understand and interpret spoken and written language, and to present information, 
concepts, and ideas, while also gaining an understanding of the perspectives of other cultures. 
Through language study, they will make connections with other content areas, compare the language 
and culture studied with their own, and participate in home and global communities. 
Content Statements 
Related Content Statement for Standard 7.1 
Understanding all the verbs tenses is essential to all students of a foreign language.  The tenses are used 
in the AP examination in all its different skill areas:  listening, speaking, reading and writing.  Students will 
use the verbs tenses to speak, understand, read and write in the target language while comparing the 
language with their own.  The acquisition of vocabulary and grasp of verb tenses structures is essential to 
accurate reading and understanding of newspaper and magazine articles, as well as of modern literature 
in Spanish. 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand A          Interpretive Mode 

7.1.AL.A.1 Analyze and critique the validity of culturally authentic materials using electronic 
information and other sources related to targeted themes. 

7.1.AL.A.2 Demonstrate comprehension of spoken and written language and nuances of culture, as 
expressed by speakers of the target language, in informal and some formal settings.  

7.1.AL.A.3 Analyze the use of verbal and non-verbal etiquette in the target culture(s) and in one’s 
own culture to develop an understanding of how cultural perspectives are reflected in 
cultural products and cultural practices.  

7.1.AL.A.4 Evaluate, from multiple cultural perspectives, the historical, political, and present-day 
contexts that connect or have connected famous people, places, and events from the 
target culture(s) with the United States.  

7.1.AL.A.5 Evaluate information from oral and written discourse dealing with a variety of topics.  



7.1.AL.A.7 Infer the meaning of some unfamiliar words and phrases in academic and formal 
contexts. 

7.1.AL.A.8 Analyze elements of the target language that do not have a comparable linguistic 
element in English.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand B         Interpersonal Mode 

7.1.AL.B.1 Use digital tools to participate in extended conversations on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature using a variety of timeframes to exchange information. 

7.1.AL.B.2 Give, respond to, and ask for clarification on detailed and complex oral and written 
directions, commands, and indirect requests.  

7.1.AL.B.3 Interact in a variety of familiar and a few unfamiliar situations using culturally appropriate 
verbal and non-verbal communication strategies.  

7.1.AL.B.4 Ask and respond to questions as part of a group discussion on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature in informal and some formal settings. 

7.1.AL.B.5 Engage in oral and/or written discourse in a variety of timeframes on topics of personal 
or social interest, topics studied in other content areas, and some unfamiliar topics.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand C         Presentational Mode 

7.1.AL.C.1 Create a research-based multimedia-rich presentation to share virtually with a target 
language audience.  

7.1.AL.C.2 Create a research-based analysis of a current global problem/issue showing cultural 
perspectives associated with the target culture(s) and another world culture.  

7.1.AL.C.3 Use language creatively in writing for personal, career, or academic purposes. 

7.1.AL.C.4 Compare and contrast the structural elements and/or cultural perspectives found in 
culturally authentic materials with those found in selections in English.  

7.1.AL.C.5 Analyze how cultural perspectives about a specific cultural product or cultural practice 
associated with the target culture(s) change over time, and compare with changing 
perspectives in one’s own culture.  

Unit Essential Questions 

 ¿Cómo se define la familia en distintas 
sociedades?  
How is family defined in different societies? 
 

 ¿Cómo contribuyen los individuos al bienestar 
de las comunidades? 
How do individuals contribute to the welfare of 
their communities? 
 

 ¿Cuáles son las diferencias en los papeles que 
asumen las comunidades y las familias en las 
diferentes sociedades del mundo? 
What are the differences in the roles assumed 
by communities and families in different 
societies around the world? 

Unit Enduring Understandings 

 Cultural values and the environment play a major 

role in families' lifestyle. It is important to 

understand family roles in context of the cultural 

environment the family occupies. 
 A change within social structures could move the 

society in a positive direction. 

 Families are different in today's reality, which is 
not necessarily a negative concept. 

 Listening to as much Spanish from as many 
different sources such as radio, television, taped 
songs, stories and lecture is the best preparation 
for the listening comprehension section. 

 Reading from Spanish newspapers, short stories 
and internet sources is the best preparation for 
understanding written material. 

 Learning as much vocabulary from culturally 
authentic sources such as the media, the internet 
as well as talking to Spanish-speaking people is 
the best preparation for the speaking part of the 
examination. 



Unit Learning Targets 
Students will 

 Describe present and past situations by using the different past tenses in the target language. 

 Refer to people, objects and facts by using the appropriate subject and object pronouns. 

 Identify what is happening in their lives by using present and present progressive tenses. 

 Apply a multitude of adjectives to describe people, objects and facts. 

 Contrast different aspects of the reality related to the concept of family. 

 Write argumentative essays to express their opinion related to this topic. 

 Discuss causes and effects of problems in their lives. 

 Express their feelings about relationships. 

 Narrate a personal experience from the past. 

 Analyze a story and express their personal opinions. 

 Design charts or graphics to compare different types of families in today's society 

Evidence of Learning 
Summative Assessment (4 days): 
They will write and present two minute presentations of Hispanic heroes in the past.  This will 
demonstrate the importance of the unit concentration on the past tense in Spanish.  They will also create 
short stories contrasting the different past tenses in Spanish. 
Equipment needed:  
Internet resources, computer, projector,  text and literary readings. 
Teacher Resources:  
Temas. AP Spanish Language and Culture, AP Central, Workbook: AP Spanish Language and Culture Exam 
Preparation , and the Internet. 

 

Formative Assessments 

 Unit Test 

 Multiple Choice tests 

 AP examination questions 

 Speaking proficiency tests 

 Reading Comprehension tests 

 Writing performance test 

 Quizzes  
 

 Oral proficiency practice 

 Cultural project 

 Websites 
o Univision:                      

http:www.univision.com 
o CNN en español:           

http://cnn.com/espanol 
o BBC mundo:  http:// 

bbcmundo.com 

 PowerPoint presentations 

Lesson Plans  
Lesson Approximate Time frame 

Lesson 1 
“Las comunidades educativas” The educational 

communities 

 
3 days 

Lesson 2 
Uses of the verbs “Ser” and “Estar” 

 
2 days 

Lesson 3 
“Las redes sociales” Social networks 

 
3 days 

Lesson 4 
Preterit and Imperfect Tense Review 

 
2 days 

http://cnn.com/espanol


Lesson 5 
Present Perfect and Pluperfect Tense Review 

 
2 days 

Lesson 6 
“La geografía humana” The human geography 

 
3 days 

Lesson 7 
Future and Conditional Tense Review 

 
1 day 

Lesson 8 

“Las tradiciones y los valores” Traditions and values 

 
3 days 

Lesson 9 
Subjunctive Review 

 
1 day 

Lesson 10 
“La estructura de la familia” Family structure 

 
3 days 

Lesson 11 
Auditory Comprehension / Speaking Practice 

 
3 days 

Lesson 12 
“La ciudadanía global” Global citizenship 

 
3 days 

Lesson 13 
Readings on Famous Hispanics and Presentations 

 
3 days 

Teacher Notes:   
Each lesson or Context includes starting points to activate prior knowledge and get students thinking 
about the context. Authentic reading selections that include all genres, as well as maps, tables and 
graphs. Authentic Audios that include interviews, narratives, and news reports, cultural connections  
with more authentic resources and Websites for students to explore the context from the perspective of 
various Spanish speaking communities of the world, vocabulary appropriate to the context studied, 
through a meaningful, contextualized process, grammar sections integrated appropriately to reinforce 
challenging grammatical structures encountered within the authentic readings and audios, and taught in 
meaningful contexts, spelling, punctuation, essays and essential questions. 

Curriculum Development Resources: 

 Cracking the AP Spanish Language & Culture 
Exam by Princenton-2018 

 Español escrito. Curso para hispanohablantes 
bilingües. Sexta Edición, by Guadalupe Valdés, 
Richard V. Teschner and Héctor M. Enriquez. 
Pearson Prentice Hall. ©2008 

Online Resources: 

 Interactive activities in Quia.com 

 Real Academia Española 

 Señora Baker. Interactive Activities Online 

 LangMedia Resources for World Language 

 Todoele.net. Página del profesor de español 
como lengua extranjera. 

 Audiria. Listening Based Learning. 

 Veinte mundos. Learn Spanish Online. 

 Bablingua. Writing, Audio and Video Resources. 
 

 Periodismo.com. Portal de noticias con 
Diarios, Revistas, Radios, Televisión, Blogs y 
Medios digitales en línea. 

 CNN en español 

 Univisión 

 Telemundo 

 BBC Mundo 

 Materiales para el aula de ELE 

 Audio Kiosco. Audio Resources On Line 

 Album. Cuentos. In-Text Audio Resources. 

 University of Texas at Austin. Spanish 
Proficiency Exercises 

 Zachary Jones. Learn Spanish With Music 
and Culture 

 Teacher Tube. Educational Videos 

 
 



Unit 2 Overview  
Content Area:                           Spanish 

Unit Title:                                  Science and Technology 

Target Course/Grade Level:  AP Spanish / 12 

Unit Summary:  The developed design and organization is based on TEMAS, a new program 
from Vista Higher Learning, which is totally built on authentic resources that not only provide 
the major content of the thematic units and contexts within each, but which also present students with 
an overabundance of cultural content through which to explore products, practices, and perspectives of 
the Spanish speaking world. 
Primary interdisciplinary connections:  Literature, Art,  Music, Spanish and Latin American History 
21st century themes:  Literary awareness and Cultural diversity  

Unit Rationale:  In order to understand any written sources from novels, short stories, newspapers, 
internet, etc. it is essential to know the different forms of the verb tenses and acquire new vocabulary.  
Learning new vocabulary and reviewing grammar, students will be one-step closer to accomplishing their 
goal of passing the AP Spanish Language examination.  Students must also learn to communicate using 
the proper tense and know when and how to apply it.  Using the regular and irregular forms of the 
preterit, Imperfect, present perfect, pluperfect, future tenses, conditional and subjunctive in their 
narrations students will be able to understand, read, discuss, and write about completed and habitual 
actions in the past and future. 

Learning Targets 

Standards 
7.1 All students will be able to use a world language in addition to English to engage in meaningful 
conversation, to understand and interpret spoken and written language, and to present information, 
concepts, and ideas, while also gaining an understanding of the perspectives of other cultures. 
Through language study, they will make connections with other content areas, compare the language 
and culture studied with their own, and participate in home and global communities. 
Content Statements 
Related Content Statement for Standard 7.1 
Understanding all the verbs tenses is essential to all students of a foreign language.  The tenses are used 
in the AP examination in all its different skill areas:  listening, speaking, reading and writing.  Students will 
use the verbs tenses to speak, understand, read and write in the target language while comparing the 
language with their own.  The acquisition of vocabulary and grasp of verb tenses structures is essential to 
accurate reading and understanding of newspaper and magazine articles, as well as of modern literature 
in Spanish. 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand A          Interpretive Mode 

7.1.AL.A.1 Analyze and critique the validity of culturally authentic materials using electronic 
information and other sources related to targeted themes. 

7.1.AL.A.2 Demonstrate comprehension of spoken and written language and nuances of culture, as 
expressed by speakers of the target language, in informal and some formal settings.  

7.1.AL.A.3 Analyze the use of verbal and non-verbal etiquette in the target culture(s) and in one’s 
own culture to develop an understanding of how cultural perspectives are reflected in 
cultural products and cultural practices.  

7.1.AL.A.4 Evaluate, from multiple cultural perspectives, the historical, political, and present-day 
contexts that connect or have connected famous people, places, and events from the 
target culture(s) with the United States.  

7.1.AL.A.5 Evaluate information from oral and written discourse dealing with a variety of topics.  



7.1.AL.A.7 Infer the meaning of some unfamiliar words and phrases in academic and formal 
contexts. 

7.1.AL.A.8 Analyze elements of the target language that do not have a comparable linguistic 
element in English.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand B         Interpersonal Mode 

7.1.AL.B.1 Use digital tools to participate in extended conversations on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature using a variety of timeframes to exchange information. 

7.1.AL.B.2 Give, respond to, and ask for clarification on detailed and complex oral and written 
directions, commands, and indirect requests.  

7.1.AL.B.3 Interact in a variety of familiar and a few unfamiliar situations using culturally appropriate 
verbal and non-verbal communication strategies.  

7.1.AL.B.4 Ask and respond to questions as part of a group discussion on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature in informal and some formal settings. 

7.1.AL.B.5 Engage in oral and/or written discourse in a variety of timeframes on topics of personal 
or social interest, topics studied in other content areas, and some unfamiliar topics.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand C         Presentational Mode 

7.1.AL.C.1 Create a research-based multimedia-rich presentation to be shared virtually with a target 
language audience.  

7.1.AL.C.2 Create a research-based analysis of a current global problem/issue showing cultural 
perspectives associated with the target culture(s) and another world culture.  

7.1.AL.C.3 Use language creatively in writing for personal, career, or academic purposes. 

7.1.AL.C.4 Compare and contrast the structural elements and/or cultural perspectives found in 
culturally authentic materials with those found in selections in English.  

7.1.AL.C.5 Analyze how cultural perspectives about a specific cultural product or cultural practice 
associated with the target culture(s) change over time, and compare with changing 
perspectives in one’s own culture.  

Unit Essential Questions 

 ¿Qué impacto tiene el desarrollo científico y 
tecnológico en nuestras vidas? 
 

       What impact does the scientific and   
        technical developments have in our lives? 
 

 ¿Qué factores han impulsado el desarrollo y la 
innovación en la ciencia y la tecnología? 

 What factors have driven the development 
and innovation in science and technology? 
 

 ¿Qué papel cumple la ética en los avances 
científicos? 

What is the role of ethics in scientific 
progress? 

Unit Enduring Understandings 

 The critical process of observing, describing, 
analyzing, interpreting and evaluating leads to 
informed judgments regarding the relative merits 
of mass media messages. 

 Good readers of media messages employ 
strategies to help them understand text. Strategic 
readers can develop, select, and apply strategies 
to enhance their comprehension. 

 Good readers of media messages compare, infer, 
synthesize, and make connections (text to text, 
text to world, text to self) to make text personally 
relevant and useful. 

 Listening to as much Spanish from as many 
different sources such as radio, television, taped 
songs, stories and lecture is the best preparation 
for the listening comprehension section. 

 Reading from Spanish newspapers, short stories 
and internet sources is the best preparation for 
understanding written material. 



 Learning as much vocabulary from culturally 
authentic sources such as the media, the internet 
as well as talking to Spanish-speaking people is 
the best preparation for the speaking part of the 
examination. 

Unit Learning Targets 
Students will 

 Refer to current events by using the present perfect indicative. 

 Refer to a prior completed event in the past by using the past perfect. 

 Express emotions, doubts, will and denial by using the present subjunctive in noun clause. 

 Describe how, why, when or where an action takes place by using the present subjunctive in 
adverbial clauses. 

 Write argumentative essays to express their opinion related to this topic. 

 Use vocabulary and grammar structures to express ideas in writing and orally. 

 Discuss how the mass media can manipulate people's life with subliminal/ intentional messages. 

 Discuss and reflect on the current events and their connections with real life. 

 Express personal opinions and ideas by exploring the choices the language is giving to them in 
order to create a better personal expression. 

 Evaluate and analyze the accuracy, validity, and relevance of media messages. 

 Improve their vocabulary by incorporating new words and expressions. 

Evidence of Learning 
Summative Assessment (4 days): 
They will write and present two-minute presentations of Notable Hispanic People.  This will demonstrate 
the importance of the unit concentration on all verb tenses in Spanish.  They will also create short stories 
contrasting the different tenses in Spanish. 
Equipment needed:  
Internet resources, computer, projector, text and literary readings. 
Teacher Resources:  
Temas. AP Spanish Language and Culture, AP Central, Workbook: AP Spanish Language and Culture Exam 
Preparation , and the Internet. 

 

Formative Assessments 

 Unit Test 

 Multiple Choice tests 

 AP examination questions 

 Speaking proficiency tests 

 Reading Comprehension tests 

 Writing performance test 

 Quizzes  
 

 Oral proficiency practice 

 Cultural project 

 Websites 
o Univision:                      

http:www.univision.com 
o CNN en español:           

http://cnn.com/espanol 
o BBC mundo:  http:// 

bbcmundo.com 

 PowerPoint presentations 

Lesson Plans  
Lesson Approximate Time frame 

Lesson 1 
“Los efectos de la tecnología en el individuo y en la 
sociedad”. Effects of Technology on Self and Society 

 
2 days 

http://cnn.com/espanol


Lesson 2 
General and  special uses of adjectives 

 
1 day 

Lesson 3 
“El cuidado de la salud y la medicina”. Health Care and 

Medicine 

 
2 days 

Lesson 4 
Demonstrative adjectives and their uses 

 
1 day 

Lesson 5 
“La ciencia y la ética”. Science and Ethics 

 
1 day 

Lesson 6 
Comparatives and Superlatives 

 
2 days 

Lesson 7 
“Los fenómenos naturales”. Natural Phenomena 

 
2 days 

Lesson 8 
“El acceso a la tecnología” 

 
2 days 

Lesson 9 
AP exam Preparation 

 
5 days 

Lesson 10 
“Las innovaciones tecnológicas” Innovations 

 
 

Teacher Notes:   
Each lesson or Context includes starting points to activate prior knowledge and get students thinking 
about the context. Authentic reading selections that include all genres, as well as maps, tables and 
graphs. Authentic Audios that include interviews, narratives, and news reports, cultural connections  with 
more authentic resources and Websites for students to explore the context from the perspective of 
various Spanish speaking communities of the world, vocabulary appropriate to the context studied, 
through a meaningful, contextualized process, grammar sections integrated appropriately to reinforce 
challenging grammatical structures encountered within the authentic readings and audios, and taught in 
meaningful contexts, spelling and punctuation, essays and essential questions. 

Curriculum Development Resources: 

 Cracking the AP Spanish Language & Culture 
Exam by Princenton-2018 

 Español escrito. Curso para hispanohablantes 
bilingües.  

Online Resources: 

 Interactive activities in Quia.com 

 Real Academia Española 

 Señora Baker. Interactive Activities Online 

 LangMedia Resources for World Language 

 Todoele.net. Página del profesor de español 
como lengua extranjera. 

 Audiria. Listening Based Learning. 

 Veinte mundos. Learn Spanish Online. 

 Bablingua. Writing, Audio and Video 
Resources. 

 

 Periodismo.com. Portal de noticias con 
Diarios, Revistas, Radios, Televisión, Blogs y 
Medios digitales en línea. 

 CNN en español 

 Univisión 

 Telemundo 

 BBC Mundo 

 Materiales para el aula de ELE 

 Audio Kiosco. Audio Resources On Line 

 Album. Cuentos. In-Text Audio Resources. 

 University of Texas at Austin. Spanish 
Proficiency Exercises 

 Zachary Jones. Learn Spanish With Music 
and Culture 

 Teacher Tube. Educational Videos 

 
 



Unit 3 Overview  
Content Area:                           Spanish 

Unit Title:                                  Beauty and Esthetics 

Target Course/Grade Level:  AP Spanish / 12 

Unit Summary:  The developed design and organization is based on TEMAS, a new program 
from Vista Higher Learning, which is totally built on authentic resources that not only provide 
the major content of the thematic units and contexts within each, but which also present students with 
an overabundance of cultural content through which to explore products, practices, and perspectives of 
the Spanish speaking world. 
Primary interdisciplinary connections:  Literature, Art,  Music, Spanish and Latin American History 
21st century themes:  Literary awareness and Cultural diversity  

Unit Rationale:  In order to understand any written sources from novels, short stories, newspapers, 
internet, etc. it is essential to know the different forms of the verb tenses and acquire new vocabulary.  
Learning new vocabulary and reviewing grammar, students will be one-step closer to accomplishing their 
goal of passing the AP Spanish Language examination.  Students must also learn to communicate using 
the proper tense and know when and how to apply it.  Using the regular and irregular forms of the 
preterit, Imperfect, present perfect, pluperfect, future tenses, conditional and subjunctive in their 
narrations students will be able to understand, read, discuss, and write about completed and habitual 
actions in the past and future. 

Learning Targets 

Standards 
7.1 All students will be able to use a world language in addition to English to engage in meaningful 
conversation, to understand and interpret spoken and written language, and to present information, 
concepts, and ideas, while also gaining an understanding of the perspectives of other cultures. 
Through language study, they will make connections with other content areas, compare the language 
and culture studied with their own, and participate in home and global communities. 
Content Statements 
Related Content Statement for Standard 7.1 
Understanding all the verbs tenses is essential to all students of a foreign language.  The tenses are used 
in the AP examination in all its different skill areas:  listening, speaking, reading and writing.  Students will 
use the verbs tenses to speak, understand, read and write in the target language while comparing the 
language with their own.  The acquisition of vocabulary and grasp of verb tenses structures is essential to 
accurate reading and understanding of newspaper and magazine articles, as well as of modern literature 
in Spanish. 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand A          Interpretive Mode 

7.1.AL.A.1 Analyze and critique the validity of culturally authentic materials using electronic 
information and other sources related to targeted themes. 

7.1.AL.A.2 Demonstrate comprehension of spoken and written language and nuances of culture, as 
expressed by speakers of the target language, in informal and some formal settings.  

7.1.AL.A.3 Analyze the use of verbal and non-verbal etiquette in the target culture(s) and in one’s 
own culture to develop an understanding of how cultural perspectives are reflected in 
cultural products and cultural practices.  

7.1.AL.A.4 Evaluate, from multiple cultural perspectives, the historical, political, and present-day 
contexts that connect or have connected famous people, places, and events from the 
target culture(s) with the United States.  

7.1.AL.A.5 Evaluate information from oral and written discourse dealing with a variety of topics.  



7.1.AL.A.7 Infer the meaning of some unfamiliar words and phrases in academic and formal 
contexts. 

7.1.AL.A.8 Analyze elements of the target language that do not have a comparable linguistic 
element in English.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand B         Interpersonal Mode 

7.1.AL.B.1 Use digital tools to participate in extended conversations on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature using a variety of timeframes to exchange information. 

7.1.AL.B.2 Give, respond to, and ask for clarification on detailed and complex oral and written 
directions, commands, and indirect requests.  

7.1.AL.B.3 Interact in a variety of familiar and a few unfamiliar situations using culturally appropriate 
verbal and non-verbal communication strategies.  

7.1.AL.B.4 Ask and respond to questions as part of a group discussion on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature in informal and some formal settings. 

7.1.AL.B.5 Engage in oral and/or written discourse in a variety of timeframes on topics of personal 
or social interest, topics studied in other content areas, and some unfamiliar topics.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand C         Presentational Mode 

7.1.AL.C.1 Create a research-based multimedia-rich presentation to be shared virtually with a target 
language audience.  

7.1.AL.C.2 Create a research-based analysis of a current global problem/issue showing cultural 
perspectives associated with the target culture(s) and another world culture.  

7.1.AL.C.3 Use language creatively in writing for personal, career, or academic purposes. 

7.1.AL.C.4 Compare and contrast the structural elements and/or cultural perspectives found in 
culturally authentic materials with those found in selections in English.  

7.1.AL.C.5 Analyze how cultural perspectives about a specific cultural product or cultural practice 
associated with the target culture(s) change over time, and compare with changing 
perspectives in one’s own culture.  

Unit Essential Questions 

 ¿Cómo se establecen las percepciones de la 
belleza y la creatividad? 

           How are the perceptions of beauty and  
           creativity set? 
 

 ¿Cómo influyen los ideales de la belleza y la 
estética en la vida cotidiana? 

          How does the perception of beauty and   
          aesthetics influence our everyday life? 
 

 ¿Cómo las artes desafían y reflejan las 
perpectivas culturales? 

How do the arts reflect, defy and challenge 
cultural perspectives? 

Unit Enduring Understandings 

 Summarize briefly how the perception of beauty 
and creativity has changed throughout history. 

 Explain the role of beauty and aesthetics in the 
actual world. 

 Listening to as much Spanish from as many 
different sources such as radio, television, taped 
songs, stories and lecture is the best preparation 
for the listening comprehension section. 

 Reading from Spanish newspapers, short stories 
and internet sources is the best preparation for 
understanding written material. 

 Learning as much vocabulary from culturally 
authentic sources such as the media, the internet 
as well as talking to Spanish-speaking people is 
the best preparation for the speaking part of the 
examination. 

Unit Learning Targets 
Students will 

 Use more adjectives to describe art styles and people's perception of beauty and creativity. 

  Write argumentative essays to express their opinion(s) related to this topic. 



 Use vocabulary and grammar structures to express ideas in writing and orally. 

 Participate in simulated conversations related to this unit theme. 

 Practice reading and comprehension skills to interpret reading selections. 

 Express different aspect of beauty and creativity. 

 Discover what fashion has represented in different times of history. 

 Compare and contrast different styles by researching Hispanic artists. 

 Draw a brief map of what beauty means to society and the role that it plays in every day’s life. 

Evidence of Learning 
Summative Assessment (4 days): 
They will write and present two minute presentations of Hispanic artist.  This will demonstrate the 
importance of the unit concentration on the verb tenses in Spanish.  They will also create short stories 
contrasting the different verb tenses in Spanish. 
Equipment needed:  
Internet resources, computer, projector,  text and literary readings. 
Teacher Resources:  
Temas. AP Spanish Language and Culture, AP Central, Workbook: AP Spanish Language and Culture Exam 
Preparation , and the Internet. 

 

Formative Assessments 

 Unit Test 

 Multiple Choice tests 

 AP examination questions 

 Speaking proficiency tests 

 Reading Comprehension tests 

 Writing performance test 

 Quizzes  
 

 Oral proficiency practice 

 Cultural project 

 Websites 
o Univision:                      

http:www.univision.com 
o CNN en español:           

http://cnn.com/espanol 
o BBC mundo:  http:// 

bbcmundo.com 

 PowerPoint presentations 

Lesson Plans  
Lesson Approximate Time frame 

Lesson 1 
“Definiciones de la belleza” Defining Beauty 

 
2 days 

Lesson 2 
Imperative Mood and other ways of giving commands 

 
2 days 

Lesson 3 
“Definiciones de la creatividad” Defining Creativity 

 
2 days 

Lesson 4 
“La moda y el diseño” Fashion and Design 

 
2 days 

Lesson 5 

“La arquitectura “Architecture 

 
2 days 

Lesson 6 
“El lenguaje y la literatura” Language and Literature 

 
2 days 

Lesson 7 
AP exam Preparation 

 

 
5 days 

http://cnn.com/espanol


Lesson 8  

“Las artes visuales y escénicas” Visual and Performing 
Arts 

 
2 days 

Teacher Notes:   
Each lesson or Context includes starting points to activate prior knowledge and get students thinking 
about the context. Authentic reading selections that include all genres, as well as maps, tables and 
graphs. Authentic Audios that include interviews, narratives, and news reports, cultural connections  
with more authentic resources and Websites for students to explore the context from the perspective of 
various Spanish speaking communities of the world, vocabulary appropriate to the context studied, 
through a meaningful, contextualized process, grammar sections integrated appropriately to reinforce 
challenging grammatical structures encountered within the authentic readings and audios, and taught in 
meaningful contexts, spelling and punctuation, essays and essential questions. 

Curriculum Development Resources: 

 Cracking the AP Spanish Language & Culture 
Exam by Princenton-2018 

 Español escrito. Curso para hispanohablantes 
bilingües.  

Online Resources: 

 Interactive activities in Quia.com 

 Real Academia Española 

 Señora Baker. Interactive Activities Online 

 LangMedia Resources for World Language 

 Todoele.net. Página del profesor de español 
como lengua extranjera. 

 Audiria. Listening Based Learning. 

 Veinte mundos. Learn Spanish Online. 

 Bablingua. Writing, Audio and Video Resources. 
 

 Periodismo.com. Portal de noticias con 
Diarios, Revistas, Radios, Televisión, Blogs y 
Medios digitales en línea. 

 CNN en español 

 Univisión 

 Telemundo 

 BBC Mundo 

 Materiales para el aula de ELE 

 Audio Kiosco. Audio Resources On Line 

 Album. Cuentos. In-Text Audio Resources. 

 University of Texas at Austin. Spanish 
Proficiency Exercises 

 Zachary Jones. Learn Spanish With Music 
and Culture 

 Teacher Tube. Educational Videos 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Unit 4 Overview  
Content Area:                           Spanish 

Unit Title:                                  Personal and Public Identities 

Target Course/Grade Level:  AP Spanish / 12 

Unit Summary:  The developed design and organization is based on TEMAS, a new program 
from Vista Higher Learning, which is totally built on authentic resources that not only provide 
the major content of the thematic units and contexts within each, but which also present students with a 
plethora of cultural content through which to explore products, practices, and perspectives of the 
Spanish speaking world. 
Primary interdisciplinary connections:  Literature, Art,  Music, Spanish and Latin American History 
21st century themes:  Literary awareness and Cultural diversity  

Unit Rationale:  In order to understand any written sources from novels, short stories, newspapers, 
internet, etc. it is essential to know the different forms of the verb tenses and acquire new vocabulary.  
Learning new vocabulary and reviewing grammar, students will be one-step closer to accomplishing their 
goal of passing the AP Spanish Language examination.  Students must also learn to communicate using 
the proper tense and know when and how to apply it.  Using the regular and irregular forms of the 
preterit, Imperfect, present perfect, pluperfect, future tenses, conditional and subjunctive in their 
narrations students will be able to understand, read, discuss, and write about completed and habitual 
actions in the past and future. 

Learning Targets 

Standards 
7.1 All students will be able to use a world language in addition to English to engage in meaningful 
conversation, to understand and interpret spoken and written language, and to present information, 
concepts, and ideas, while also gaining an understanding of the perspectives of other cultures. 
Through language study, they will make connections with other content areas, compare the language 
and culture studied with their own, and participate in home and global communities. 
Content Statements 
Related Content Statement for Standard 7.1 
Understanding all the verbs tenses is essential to all students of a foreign language.  The tenses are used 
in the AP examination in all its different skill areas:  listening, speaking, reading and writing.  Students will 
use the verbs tenses to speak, understand, read and write in the target language while comparing the 
language with their own.  The acquisition of vocabulary and grasp of verb tenses structures is essential to 
accurate reading and understanding of newspaper and magazine articles, as well as of modern literature 
in Spanish. 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand A          Interpretive Mode 

7.1.AL.A.1 Analyze and critique the validity of culturally authentic materials using electronic 
information and other sources related to targeted themes. 

7.1.AL.A.2 Demonstrate comprehension of spoken and written language and nuances of culture, as 
expressed by speakers of the target language, in informal and some formal settings.  

7.1.AL.A.3 Analyze the use of verbal and non-verbal etiquette in the target culture(s) and in one’s 
own culture to develop an understanding of how cultural perspectives are reflected in 
cultural products and cultural practices.  

7.1.AL.A.4 Evaluate, from multiple cultural perspectives, the historical, political, and present-day 
contexts that connect or have connected famous people, places, and events from the 
target culture(s) with the United States.  

7.1.AL.A.5 Evaluate information from oral and written discourse dealing with a variety of topics.  



7.1.AL.A.7 Infer the meaning of some unfamiliar words and phrases in academic and formal 
contexts. 

7.1.AL.A.8 Analyze elements of the target language that do not have a comparable linguistic 
element in English.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand B         Interpersonal Mode 

7.1.AL.B.1 Use digital tools to participate in extended conversations on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature using a variety of timeframes to exchange information. 

7.1.AL.B.2 Give, respond to, and ask for clarification on detailed and complex oral and written 
directions, commands, and indirect requests.  

7.1.AL.B.3 Interact in a variety of familiar and a few unfamiliar situations using culturally appropriate 
verbal and non-verbal communication strategies.  

7.1.AL.B.4 Ask and respond to questions as part of a group discussion on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature in informal and some formal settings. 

7.1.AL.B.5 Engage in oral and/or written discourse in a variety of timeframes on topics of personal 
or social interest, topics studied in other content areas, and some unfamiliar topics.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand C         Presentational Mode 

7.1.AL.C.1 Create a research-based multimedia-rich presentation to be shared virtually with a target 
language audience.  

7.1.AL.C.2 Create a research-based analysis of a current global problem/issue showing cultural 
perspectives associated with the target culture(s) and another world culture.  

7.1.AL.C.3 Use language creatively in writing for personal, career, or academic purposes. 

7.1.AL.C.4 Compare and contrast the structural elements and/or cultural perspectives found in 
culturally authentic materials with those found in selections in English.  

7.1.AL.C.5 Analyze how cultural perspectives about a specific cultural product or cultural practice 
associated with the target culture(s) change over time, and compare with changing 
perspectives in one’s own culture.  

Unit Essential Questions 

 ¿Cómo se expresan los distintos aspectos de 
la identidad en diversas situaciones? 

       How are the various aspects of our 
       identity/personality expressed in various   

situations? 

 ¿Cómo se desarrolla la identidad de una 
personal a lo largo del tiempo? 

       How does the identity of a person develop 
       Over time? 

 ¿Cómo influyen la lengua y la cultura en la 
identidad de la persona? 

How does the language and culture 
influence in the identity of the person? 

 ¿Qué es un héroe? 
       What is a hero? 

 ¿Cómo describirían su identidad nacional? 
  How would you describe your national identity? 
 
 

Unit Enduring Understandings 

 Heritage and culture shape a person's 
perspective. 

 Cultural identity is a concept that is constantly 
evolving as a result of everyday interaction with 
people in the community. 

 In America, Hispanics have had to assimilate into 
the American culture and combine it with their 
own background in order to create personal and 
communal identities. 

 Based on the fact that Hispanics are the largest 
minority in the country, Hispanic cultural identity 
in the US might be considered as a new type of 
American culture. If we look back, the same has 
happened with European immigration in the past. 

 Listening to as much Spanish from as many 
different sources such as radio, television, taped 
songs, stories and lecture is the best preparation 
for the listening comprehension section. 



 ¿Es la identidad étnica tan importante como 
la identidad nacional? 

Is ethnic identity as important as national 
identity? 

 ¿Cuáles son sus creencias personales? ¿Cómo 
se formaron? 

What are your personal beliefs? How did 
they form? 

 Reading from Spanish newspapers, short stories 
and internet sources is the best preparation for 
understanding written material. 

 Learning as much vocabulary from culturally 
authentic sources such as the media, the internet 
as well as talking to Spanish-speaking people is 
the best preparation for the speaking part of the 
examination. 

Unit Learning Targets 
Students will 

 Increase their vocabulary related to this topic. 

 Write argumentative essays to express their opinion related to this topic. 

 Use vocabulary and grammar structures to express ideas in writing and orally. 

 Participate in simulated conversations related to this unit theme. 

 Practice reading and comprehension skills to interpret reading selections. 

 Integrate different resources in order to create one personal essay. 

 Use the College Board rubrics to evaluate their work. 

 Debate different aspects of a cultural identity. 

 Describe how people build their personal identity every day with simple actions. 

 Compare and contrast in order to evaluate how Latinos have managed to blend into American 
society without losing touch with their ethnic roots. 

 Discuss racism in America. 

 Apply their knowledge about this topic by expressing their opinions about the Hispanic cultural 
identity in USA. 

Evidence of Learning 
Summative Assessment (4 days): 
They will write and present two minute presentations of Hispanic heroes in the past.  This will 
demonstrate the importance of the unit concentration on the past tense in Spanish.  They will also create 
short stories contrasting the different past tenses in Spanish. 
Equipment needed:  
Internet resources, computer, projector,  text and literary readings. 
Teacher Resources:  
Temas. AP Spanish Language and Culture, AP Central, Workbook: AP Spanish Language and Culture Exam 
Preparation , and the Internet. 

 

Formative Assessments 

 Unit Test 

 Multiple Choice tests 

 AP examination questions 

 Speaking proficiency tests 

 Reading Comprehension tests 

 Writing performance test 

 Quizzes  
 

 Oral proficiency practice 

 Cultural project 

 Websites 
o Univision:                      

http:www.univision.com 
o CNN en español:           

http://cnn.com/espanol 
o BBC mundo:  http:// 

bbcmundo.com 

 PowerPoint presentations 

http://cnn.com/espanol


Lesson Plans  
Lesson Approximate Time frame 

Lesson 1 
“La enajenación y la asimilación “ Alienation and 

Assimilation 

 
3 days 

Lesson 2 
“Los héroes y los personajes históricos“ Heroes and 

Historical Figures 

 
2 days 

Lesson 3 
AP exam Preparation 

 
6 days 

Lesson 4 
“La identidad nacional y la identidad étnica” National 

and Ethnic Identities 

 
3 days 

Lesson 5 
“Las creencias personales” Personal Beliefs 

 
2 days 

Lesson 6 
“Intereses personales” Personal Interests 

 
2 days 

Lesson 7 
“Autoestima” Self-image 

 
4 days 

Teacher Notes:   
Each lesson or Context includes starting points to activate prior knowledge and get students thinking 
about the context. Authentic reading selections that include all genres, as well as maps, tables and 
graphs. Authentic Audios that include interviews, narratives, and news reports, cultural connections  
with more authentic resources and Websites for students to explore the context from the perspective of 
various Spanish speaking communities of the world, vocabulary appropriate to the context studied, 
through a meaningful, contextualized process, grammar sections integrated appropriately to reinforce 
challenging grammatical structures encountered within the authentic readings and audios, and taught in 
meaningful contexts, spelling and punctuation, essays and essential questions.  

Curriculum Development Resources: 

 Cracking the AP Spanish Language & Culture 
Exam by Princenton-2018 

 Español escrito. Curso para hispanohablantes 
bilingües. Sexta Edición, by Guadalupe Valdés, 
Richard V. Teschner and Héctor M. Enriquez. 
Pearson Prentice Hall. ©2008 

Online Resources: 

 Interactive activities in Quia.com 

 Real Academia Española 

 Señora Baker. Interactive Activities Online 

 LangMedia Resources for World Language 

 Todoele.net. Página del profesor de español 
como lengua extranjera. 

 Audiria. Listening Based Learning. 

 Veinte mundos. Learn Spanish Online. 

 Bablingua. Writing, Audio and Video Resources. 
 

 Periodismo.com. Portal de noticias con 
Diarios, Revistas, Radios, Televisión, Blogs y 
Medios digitales en línea. 

 CNN en español 

 Univisión 

 Telemundo 

 BBC Mundo 

 Materiales para el aula de ELE 

 Audio Kiosco. Audio Resources On Line 

 Album. Cuentos. In-Text Audio Resources. 

 University of Texas at Austin. Spanish 
Proficiency Exercises 

 Zachary Jones. Learn Spanish With Music 
and Culture 

 Teacher Tube. Educational Videos 

 



Unit 5 Overview  
Content Area:                           Spanish 

Unit Title:                                  Global Challenges 

Target Course/Grade Level:  AP Spanish / 12 

Unit Summary:  The developed design and organization is based on TEMAS, a new program 
from Vista Higher Learning, which is totally built on authentic resources that not only provide 
the major content of the thematic units and contexts within each, but which also present students with a 
plethora of cultural content through which to explore products, practices, and perspectives of the 
Spanish speaking world. 
Primary interdisciplinary connections:  Literature, Art,  Music, Spanish and Latin American History 
21st century themes:  Literary awareness and Cultural diversity  

Unit Rationale:  In order to understand any written sources from novels, short stories, newspapers, 
internet, etc. it is essential to know the different forms of the verb tenses and acquire new vocabulary.  
Learning new vocabulary and reviewing grammar, students will be one-step closer to accomplishing their 
goal of passing the AP Spanish Language examination.  Students must also learn to communicate using 
the proper tense and know when and how to apply it.  Using the regular and irregular forms of the 
preterit, Imperfect, present perfect, pluperfect, future tenses, conditional and subjunctive in their 
narrations students will be able to understand, read, discuss, and write about completed and habitual 
actions in the past and future. 

Learning Targets 

Standards 
7.1 All students will be able to use a world language in addition to English to engage in meaningful 
conversation, to understand and interpret spoken and written language, and to present information, 
concepts, and ideas, while also gaining an understanding of the perspectives of other cultures. 
Through language study, they will make connections with other content areas, compare the language 
and culture studied with their own, and participate in home and global communities. 
Content Statements 
Related Content Statement for Standard 7.1 
Understanding all the verbs tenses is essential to all students of a foreign language.  The tenses are used 
in the AP examination in all its different skill areas:  listening, speaking, reading and writing.  Students will 
use the verbs tenses to speak, understand, read and write in the target language while comparing the 
language with their own.  The acquisition of vocabulary and grasp of verb tenses structures is essential to 
accurate reading and understanding of newspaper and magazine articles, as well as of modern literature 
in Spanish. 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand A          Interpretive Mode 

7.1.AL.A.1 Analyze and critique the validity of culturally authentic materials using electronic 
information and other sources related to targeted themes. 

7.1.AL.A.2 Demonstrate comprehension of spoken and written language and nuances of culture, as 
expressed by speakers of the target language, in informal and some formal settings.  

7.1.AL.A.3 Analyze the use of verbal and non-verbal etiquette in the target culture(s) and in one’s 
own culture to develop an understanding of how cultural perspectives are reflected in 
cultural products and cultural practices.  

7.1.AL.A.4 Evaluate, from multiple cultural perspectives, the historical, political, and present-day 
contexts that connect or have connected famous people, places, and events from the 
target culture(s) with the United States.  

7.1.AL.A.5 Evaluate information from oral and written discourse dealing with a variety of topics.  



7.1.AL.A.7 Infer the meaning of some unfamiliar words and phrases in academic and formal 
contexts. 

7.1.AL.A.8 Analyze elements of the target language that do not have a comparable linguistic 
element in English.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand B         Interpersonal Mode 

7.1.AL.B.1 Use digital tools to participate in extended conversations on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature using a variety of timeframes to exchange information. 

7.1.AL.B.2 Give, respond to, and ask for clarification on detailed and complex oral and written 
directions, commands, and indirect requests.  

7.1.AL.B.3 Interact in a variety of familiar and a few unfamiliar situations using culturally appropriate 
verbal and non-verbal communication strategies.  

7.1.AL.B.4 Ask and respond to questions as part of a group discussion on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature in informal and some formal settings. 

7.1.AL.B.5 Engage in oral and/or written discourse in a variety of timeframes on topics of personal 
or social interest, topics studied in other content areas, and some unfamiliar topics.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand C         Presentational Mode 

7.1.AL.C.1 Create a research-based multimedia-rich presentation to be shared virtually with a target 
language audience.  

7.1.AL.C.2 Create a research-based analysis of a current global problem/issue showing cultural 
perspectives associated with the target culture(s) and another world culture.  

7.1.AL.C.3 Use language creatively in writing for personal, career, or academic purposes. 

7.1.AL.C.4 Compare and contrast the structural elements and/or cultural perspectives found in 
culturally authentic materials with those found in selections in English.  

7.1.AL.C.5 Analyze how cultural perspectives about a specific cultural product or cultural practice 
associated with the target culture(s) change over time, and compare with changing 
perspectives in one’s own culture.  

Unit Essential Questions 

 ¿Cuáles son los desafíos sociales politicos y 
del medio ambiente que enfrentan las 
sociedades delmundo? 

What are the social, political and 
environmental challenges facing society in 
the world? 

 

 ¿Cuáles son los orígenes de esos desafíos? 
      What are the origins of these challenges? 
 

 ¿Cuáles son algunas posibles soluciones a esos 
desafíos? 

What are some possible solutions to those       
challenges? 

Unit Enduring Understandings 

 Environmental challenges affect people's lives, 
and transform societies. 

 People have incorporated many possible solutions 
to those challenges 

 Listening to as much Spanish from as many 
different sources such as radio, television, taped 
songs, stories and lecture is the best preparation 
for the listening comprehension section. 

 Reading from Spanish newspapers, short stories 
and internet sources is the best preparation for 
understanding written material. 

 Learning as much vocabulary from culturally 
authentic sources such as the media, the internet 
as well as talking to Spanish-speaking people is 
the best preparation for the speaking part of the 
examination. 

Unit Learning Targets 
Students will 

 Increase their vocabulary related to this topic. 
•Write argumentative essays to express their opinion related to this topic. 



•Use vocabulary and grammar structures to express ideas in writing and orally. 
•Participate in simulated conversations related to this unit theme. 
•Practice reading and comprehension skills to interpret reading selections. 
•Integrate different resources in order to create one personal essay. 
•Use the College Board rubrics to evaluate their work. 
•Debate different aspects of the world challenges. 
•Describe how people contribute to build a better future with simple actions. 
•Apply their knowledge about this topic by expressing their opinions about the Environmental Issues and  
  social Welfare. 

Evidence of Learning 
Summative Assessment (4 days): 
They will write and present two-minute presentations of World challenges.  This will demonstrate the 
importance of the unit concentration on the verb tenses in Spanish.  They will also create short stories 
contrasting the different verb tenses in Spanish. 
Equipment needed:  
Internet resources, computer, projector, text and literary readings. 
Teacher Resources:  
Temas. AP Spanish Language and Culture, AP Central, Workbook: AP Spanish Language and Culture Exam 
Preparation , and the Internet. 

 

Formative Assessments 

 Unit Test 

 Multiple Choice tests 

 AP examination questions 

 Speaking proficiency tests 

 Reading Comprehension tests 

 Writing performance test 

 Quizzes  
 

 Oral proficiency practice 

 Cultural project 

 Websites 
o Univision:                      

http:www.univision.com 
o CNN en español:           

http://cnn.com/espanol 
o BBC mundo:  http:// 

bbcmundo.com 

 PowerPoint presentations 

Lesson Plans  
Lesson Approximate Time frame 

Lesson 
”Los temas económicos” Economic Issues 

 
2 days 

Lesson 
“Los temas del medio ambiente” Environmental Issues 

 
3 days 

Lesson 
“El pensamiento filosófico y la religion” Philosophical 

Thought and Religion 

 
3 days 

Lesson 9 
AP exam Preparation 

 
6 days 

Lesson 
“La población y la demografía” Population and 

Demographics 

 
3 days 

Lesson 
“Bienestar social” Social Welfare 

 
3 days 

http://cnn.com/espanol


Lesson 

“La conciencia social” Social Conscience 

 
2 days 

Teacher Notes:   
Each lesson or Context includes starting points to activate prior knowledge and get students thinking 
about the context. Authentic reading selections that include all genres, as well as maps, tables and 
graphs. Authentic Audios that include interviews, narratives, and news reports, cultural connections  
with more authentic resources and Websites for students to explore the context from the perspective of 
various Spanish speaking communities of the world, vocabulary appropriate to the context studied, 
through a meaningful, contextualized process, grammar sections integrated appropriately to reinforce 
challenging grammatical structures encountered within the authentic readings and audios, and taught in 
meaningful contexts, spelling and punctuation, essays and essential questions. 

Curriculum Development Resources: 

 Cracking the AP Spanish Language & Culture Exam by Princenton-2018 

 Español escrito. Curso para hispanohablantes bilingües. Sexta Edición, by Guadalupe Valdés, Richard 
V. Teschner and Héctor M. Enriquez. Pearson Prentice Hall. ©2008 

Online Resources: 

 Interactive activities in Quia.com 

 Real Academia Española 

 Señora Baker. Interactive Activities Online 

 LangMedia Resources for World Language 

 Todoele.net. Página del profesor de español como lengua extranjera. 

 Audiria. Listening Based Learning. 

 Veinte mundos. Learn Spanish Online. 

 Bablingua. Writing, Audio and Video Resources. 

 Periodismo.com. Portal de noticias con Diarios, Revistas, Radios, Televisión, Blogs y Medios digitales 
en línea. 

 CNN en español 

 Univisión 

 Telemundo 

 BBC Mundo 

 Materiales para el aula de ELE 

 Audio Kiosco. Audio Resources On Line 

 Album. Cuentos. In-Text Audio Resources. 

 University of Texas at Austin. Spanish Proficiency Exercises 

 Zachary Jones. Learn Spanish With Music and Culture 

 Teacher Tube. Educational Videos 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Unit 6 Overview  
Content Area:                           Spanish 

Unit Title:                                  Contemporary Life 

Target Course/Grade Level:  AP Spanish / 12 

Unit Summary:  The developed design and organization is based on TEMAS, a new program 
from Vista Higher Learning, which is totally built on authentic resources that not only provide 
the major content of the thematic units and contexts within each, but which also present students with a 
plethora of cultural content through which to explore products, practices, and perspectives of the 
Spanish speaking world. 
Primary interdisciplinary connections:  Literature, Art,  Music, Spanish and Latin American History 
21st century themes:  Literary awareness and Cultural diversity  

Unit Rationale:  In order to understand any written sources from novels, short stories, newspapers, 
internet, etc. it is essential to know the different forms of the verb tenses and acquire new vocabulary.  
Learning new vocabulary and reviewing grammar, students will be one-step closer to accomplishing their 
goal of passing the AP Spanish Language examination.  Students must also learn to communicate using 
the proper tense and know when and how to apply it.  Using the regular and irregular forms of the 
preterit, Imperfect, present perfect, pluperfect, future tenses, conditional and subjunctive in their 
narrations students will be able to understand, read, discuss, and write about completed and habitual 
actions in the past and future. 

Learning Targets 

Standards 
7.1 All students will be able to use a world language in addition to English to engage in meaningful 
conversation, to understand and interpret spoken and written language, and to present information, 
concepts, and ideas, while also gaining an understanding of the perspectives of other cultures. 
Through language study, they will make connections with other content areas, compare the language 
and culture studied with their own, and participate in home and global communities. 
Content Statements 
Related Content Statement for Standard 7.1 
Understanding all the verbs tenses is essential to all students of a foreign language.  The tenses are used 
in the AP examination in all its different skill areas:  listening, speaking, reading and writing.  Students will 
use the verbs tenses to speak, understand, read and write in the target language while comparing the 
language with their own.  The acquisition of vocabulary and grasp of verb tenses structures is essential to 
accurate reading and understanding of newspaper and magazine articles, as well as of modern literature 
in Spanish. 

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand A          Interpretive Mode 

7.1.AL.A.1 Analyze and critique the validity of culturally authentic materials using electronic 
information and other sources related to targeted themes. 

7.1.AL.A.2 Demonstrate comprehension of spoken and written language and nuances of culture, as 
expressed by speakers of the target language, in informal and some formal settings.  

7.1.AL.A.3 Analyze the use of verbal and non-verbal etiquette in the target culture(s) and in one’s 
own culture to develop an understanding of how cultural perspectives are reflected in 
cultural products and cultural practices.  

7.1.AL.A.4 Evaluate, from multiple cultural perspectives, the historical, political, and present-day 
contexts that connect or have connected famous people, places, and events from the 
target culture(s) with the United States.  

7.1.AL.A.5 Evaluate information from oral and written discourse dealing with a variety of topics.  



7.1.AL.A.7 Infer the meaning of some unfamiliar words and phrases in academic and formal 
contexts. 

7.1.AL.A.8 Analyze elements of the target language that do not have a comparable linguistic 
element in English.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand B         Interpersonal Mode 

7.1.AL.B.1 Use digital tools to participate in extended conversations on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature using a variety of timeframes to exchange information. 

7.1.AL.B.2 Give, respond to, and ask for clarification on detailed and complex oral and written 
directions, commands, and indirect requests.  

7.1.AL.B.3 Interact in a variety of familiar and a few unfamiliar situations using culturally appropriate 
verbal and non-verbal communication strategies.  

7.1.AL.B.4 Ask and respond to questions as part of a group discussion on topics of a personal, 
academic, or social nature in informal and some formal settings. 

7.1.AL.B.5 Engage in oral and/or written discourse in a variety of timeframes on topics of personal 
or social interest, topics studied in other content areas, and some unfamiliar topics.  

CPI #  Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)             Strand C         Presentational Mode 

7.1.AL.C.1 Create a research-based multimedia-rich presentation to be shared virtually with a target 
language audience.  

7.1.AL.C.2 Create a research-based analysis of a current global problem/issue showing cultural 
perspectives associated with the target culture(s) and another world culture.  

7.1.AL.C.3 Use language creatively in writing for personal, career, or academic purposes. 

7.1.AL.C.4 Compare and contrast the structural elements and/or cultural perspectives found in 
culturally authentic materials with those found in selections in English.  

7.1.AL.C.5 Analyze how cultural perspectives about a specific cultural product or cultural practice 
associated with the target culture(s) change over time, and compare with changing 
perspectives in one’s own culture.  

Unit Essential Questions 

 ¿Cómo definen los individuos y las sociedades 
su propia calidad de vida? 

    How do individuals and societies define their 
    own quality of life? 
 

 ¿Cómo influyen los productos culturales, las 
prácticas y las perspectivas de la gente en la 
vida contemporánea? 

           How do cultural practices and perspectives  
           influence people in contemporary life? 

 

 ¿Cuáles son los desafíos de la vida 
contemporánea? 

       What are the challenges of contemporary life? 

Unit Enduring Understandings 

 The contrasting ways individuals approach and 
treat their lives sometimes leads to irreconcilable 
differences. 

 The changing role of each individual of 
contemporary life. 

 Listening to as much Spanish from as many 
different sources such as radio, television, taped 
songs, stories and lecture is the best preparation 
for the listening comprehension section. 

 Reading from Spanish newspapers, short stories 
and internet sources is the best preparation for 
understanding written material. 

 Learning as much vocabulary from culturally 
authentic sources such as the media, the internet 
as well as talking to Spanish-speaking people is 
the best preparation for the speaking part of the 
examination. 

Unit Learning Targets 
Students will 
•Talk about experiences of the heart for them. 



•Express their feelings about the challenges of contemporary life. 
•Make predictions and express probability to the future of quality life in individuals. 
•Construct new thoughts after reading some articles. 
•Increase their vocabulary related to this topic. 
•Write argumentative essays to express their opinion related to this topic. 
•Use vocabulary and grammar structures to express ideas in writing and orally. 
•Participate in simulated conversations related to this unit theme. 
•Practice reading and comprehension skills to interpret reading selections. 
•Integrate different resources in order to create one personal essay. 
•Use the College Board rubrics to evaluate their work. 

Evidence of Learning 
Summative Assessment (4 days): 
They will write and present two minute presentations of the quality of life in different Hispanic cultures.  
This will demonstrate the importance of the unit concentration on the verbs tense and vocabulary in 
Spanish.  They will also create short stories contrasting the different verb tenses in Spanish. 
Equipment needed:  
Internet resources, computer, projector,  text and literary readings. 
Teacher Resources:  
Temas. AP Spanish Language and Culture, AP Central, Workbook: AP Spanish Language and Culture Exam 
Preparation , and the Internet. 

 

Formative Assessments 

 Unit Test 

 Multiple Choice tests 

 AP examination questions 

 Speaking proficiency tests 

 Reading Comprehension tests 

 Writing performance test 

 Quizzes  
 

 Oral proficiency practice 

 Cultural project 

 Websites 
o Univision:                      

http:www.univision.com 
o CNN en español:           

http://cnn.com/espanol 
o BBC mundo:  http:// 

bbcmundo.com 

 PowerPoint presentations 

Lesson Plans  
Lesson Approximate Time frame 

Lesson 
“La educación y las carreras profesionales” Education 

and Careers 

 
2 days 

Lesson 
“El entretenimiento y la diversión” Entertainment 

 
2 days 

Lesson 
“Los viajes y el ocio” Travel and Leisure 

 
2 days 

Lesson 9 
AP exam Preparation 

 
5 days 

Lesson 
“Los estilos de vida” Lifestyles 

 
4 days 

Lesson 
“Las relaciones personales” Relationships 

 
4 days 

http://cnn.com/espanol


Lesson 
“Las tradiciones y los valores sociales” Social Customs 

and Values 

 
5 days 

Teacher Notes:   
Each lesson or Context includes starting points to activate prior knowledge and get students thinking 
about the context. Authentic reading selections that include all genres, as well as maps, tables and 
graphs. Authentic Audios that include interviews, narratives, and news reports, cultural connections  
with more authentic resources and Websites for students to explore the context from the perspective of 
various Spanish speaking communities of the world, vocabulary appropriate to the context studied, 
through a meaningful, contextualized process, grammar sections integrated appropriately to reinforce 
challenging grammatical structures encountered within the authentic readings and audios, and taught in 
meaningful contexts, spelling and punctuation, essays and essential questions. 

Curriculum Development Resources: 

 Cracking the AP Spanish Language & Culture Exam by Princenton-2018 

 Español escrito. Curso para hispanohablantes bilingües. Sexta Edición, by Guadalupe Valdés, Richard 
V. Teschner and Héctor M. Enriquez. Pearson Prentice Hall. ©2008 

Online Resources: 

 Interactive activities in Quia.com 

 Real Academia Española 

 Señora Baker. Interactive Activities Online 

 LangMedia Resources for World Language 

 Todoele.net. Página del profesor de español como lengua extranjera. 

 Audiria. Listening Based Learning. 

 Veinte mundos. Learn Spanish Online. 

 Bablingua. Writing, Audio and Video Resources. 

 Periodismo.com. Portal de noticias con Diarios, Revistas, Radios, Televisión, Blogs y Medios digitales 
en línea. 

 CNN en español 

 Univisión 

 Telemundo 

 BBC Mundo 

 Materiales para el aula de ELE 

 Audio Kiosco. Audio Resources On Line 

 Album. Cuentos. In-Text Audio Resources. 

 University of Texas at Austin. Spanish Proficiency Exercises 

 Zachary Jones. Learn Spanish With Music and Culture 

 Teacher Tube. Educational Videos 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Content Area 

Unit Name 

English Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, World 

Language, Practical and Fine Arts, Business 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Mathematics, Technology, and English Arts, Science 

Core 

Instructional 

Materials  

including digital 

tools 

Textbooks, Classroom Resources, Digital Tools 

21st Century 

Themes and 

Skills 
 

 

For information related to the 12 Career Ready Practices follow the links 

below:  

 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/career/CareerReadyPractices.pdf 

 

Personal Financial Literacy 9.1 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/career/91.pdf  

 

Career Awareness, Exploration, and Preparation 9.2 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/career/92.pdf  

 

Career and Technical Education 9.3 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/career/93.pdf  

 

8.1 Educational 

Technology 
 

8.2 Technology 

Education, 

Engineering, 

Design, and 

Computational 

Thinking - 

Programming 
 

 

 

K-2:  Navigate provided URL’S, Use basic word processing to create and 

illustrate a simple story, Work collaboratively with peers on project, Use 

digital tools to explore an issue and design solution for a problem, Identify 

how technology improves life, Use digital tools to design an approach to 

solving problems. 

 

3-5:  Peers collaborate to produce text about current events; Understand the 

consequences for inappropriate use of technology and social media, Apply 

engineering designs to data collection and solutions, Understand how 

technology evolves based on need and cultural influences. 

 

6-8: Select appropriate technology and applications to create publication on 

global topic, Use technology and social media responsibly, Employ a wide 

range of digital resources to collect data and form solutions, Identify the 

forces that come into play for further development of technology; apply 

engineering design process to real world problems. 

 

9-12:  Create and edit multi-page document for public presentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/career/CareerReadyPractices.pdf
http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/career/91.pdf
http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/career/92.pdf
http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/career/93.pdf


Considerations for classified students: 

 

Classroom Instruction: 

 All instruction for classified students will be guided by the students’ Individualized 

Education Plan (IEP). 

 Regular education teachers will be responsible for differentiating instruction for classified 

students based on the instructional modifications listed in the IEP. 

 In the case of General Education - Supported Instruction (GE-SI) Classes, the special 

education teacher will be responsible for support in modifying the curriculum for the 

students, informing the class room teacher of the modifications, and directing 

instructional aide(s) to provide support accordingly. 

 Grading will be done collaboratively by the regular and special education teachers.  

 

Modifications: 

 Modifications include but are not limited to: 

Extra time for assignments, modified classwork/homework assignments based on 

disability, preferential seating, study guides, copies of class notes, assistive technology 

and rewording/repeating or clarifying directions.   

 

In-class Assessments: 

 All assessments are to be in line with students’ IEPs.  In-class support teachers should 

modify tests for classified students.  Tests may be given in the regular education 

classroom or completed with the inclusion teacher in another location with additional 

time. Students may be tested separately according to the IEP. 

 Assessment grades may be modified based on a student’s disability and in accordance 

with their IEP.   

 

Considerations for English Language Learners (ELLs): 

 

Classroom Instruction: 

 Instruction for ESL students will be guided by their WIDA English Language Proficiency 

level.  Teachers should receive this level from the ESL teacher assigned to the building. 

 General education teachers will be responsible for differentiating instruction for ELLs 

with the assistance of the ESL teacher that promotes language, literacy and content 

learning. 

 Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP)  

http://siop.pearson.com/about-siop/  

The following 8 components provide all teachers with lesson planning and instructional 

strategies that support language and learning goals for all students.  This approach to 

teaching aligns with preparing students with college and career ready skills. 

The SIOP Model components:  

1. Lesson Preparation  

2. Building Background  

3. Comprehensible Input   

4. Strategies   

5. Interaction   

http://siop.pearson.com/about-siop/
http://www.youtube.com/v/o5xK5gP_Tbw?version=3&hl=en_US
http://www.youtube.com/v/mTnHonxao70?version=3&hl=en_US
http://www.youtube.com/v/rhYI3w5I0EA?version=3&hl=en_US
http://www.youtube.com/v/GjOrFN6PEDg?version=3&hl=en_US


6. Practice and Application  

7. Lesson Delivery  

8. Review and Assessment 

 In the case of Content-Based ESL (CBE), the ESL teacher and the general education 

teacher will be responsible for identifying language objectives and additional 

instructional strategies that improve proficiency in English and academic success of 

ELLs.  Instructional strategies and the necessary scaffolds to promote student learning 

will be shared with the general education teacher for daily lessons that are aligned to 

District Curricula, CCSS, and WIDA Standards.  The general Education teacher and ESL 

teacher will be co-teachers for a pre-determined amount of classroom instruction. 

 Grading will be done collaboratively by the regular and ESL teachers.  

 

Modifications:  The following are possible modifications but are not limited to this list –  

 Direct instruction, small group or pullout, about the contrasting letter sound 

correspondences, syllabication patterns and morphology in English supported with 

connections to their native language, native language text and/or resources, graphic 

organizers, visuals, sentence starters/ sentence frames, cloze activities, modeling, working 

with a partner, timeline and phrase wall and adapted text (in English) or specific sections 

of the original text, highlighted/bold-faced words within text. 

 Draw pictures instead of writing/speaking.  

 Match drawings with new vocabulary that might correspond. 

 Work in small group or pairs with their English Only (EOs) peers for authentic content 

language talk and grade level modeling. 

 Write simple sentences instead of complex sentences that demonstrates an understanding 

of academic language particular to specific content.  

 Match simple sentences with new vocabulary that might apply to edit sentences. 

 Have students provide examples/explanations of main idea in simple sentences.  Revisions 

show an attempt to improve Language Control by embedding academic content 

vocabulary and Linguistic Complexity by expanding and varying sentence structures and 

using correct punctuation. 

 Draw pictures instead of writing/speaking about seasonal changes.  Match drawings with 

new vocabulary (adjective word wall, content word walls) that might correspond. 

 Provide multiple opportunities for authentic speech acts to practice language skills and 

develop English fluency. 

 Total Physical Response (TPR) to model critical thinking skills like analyze and 

synthesize. 

 Study Guides 

 

In Class Assessments: 

 All formative and summative assessments will include modifications that support 

student’s English Proficiency level. ESL teachers will collaborate with regular education 

teachers to provide appropriate differentiation for assessing ELLs. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/v/hUrQr4GBg0g?version=3&hl=en_US
http://www.youtube.com/v/GGFTlmJmdmw?version=3&hl=en_US
http://www.youtube.com/v/sXkCZcPGxwE?version=3&hl=en_US


Considerations for At Risk Students: 

 

 At Risk students are identified by the I&RS committee in each school.  The committee 

works to understand the reasons behind the student’s low performance level in school and 

to create and implement a plan that is carried out by a variety of staff members in the 

building. 

 Teachers with At Risk students are notified by the I&RS committee and provided with a 

copy of the plan and a timeframe for assessing the growth of the student.  There are 

academic as well as behavioral goals that are listed for the students with recommended 

strategies unique to each individual. 

 Classroom teachers are to follow the plan using instructional strategies that will help the 

student improve his/her performance while applying appropriate behavioral strategies 

consistent with the needs of the student. 

 Teachers will report student progress to the I&RS committee within the specified 

timeframe for the plan. 

 

Classroom instruction: 

 Teachers will use differentiated instruction for At Risk students as they do for all students 

in their class.  The strategies would be guided by the I&RS plan and be consistent with 

the student’s ability and learning modality.  

 

Modifications:  

 Clarify all assignments and place specific timeframes for completion.  Provide student 

with opportunity for one on one time for clarification. 

 Set clear expectations for all assignments, in and outside of class.  Keep expectations 

within the framework of the I&RS plan. 

 Use positive reinforcement for all successes.  Hold student to defined consequences for 

not completing work. 

 Provide time outside the normal class time for completion of work.  Not completing 

assignments is unacceptable, all assignments will be completed. 

 

In Class Assessments: 

 At Risk students should receive any modifications listed in their I&RS plan.  

 If necessary, students should be provided with extended time to complete assessments. 

 

Considerations for Gifted Students: 

 Teachers will use differentiated instruction for Gifted Students as they do for all students 

in their class. 

 Assignments and assessments can be planned and implemented with input from the 

student. 

 Gifted students will be provided with the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge 

through a variety of platforms. 

 Teachers will have the latitude to provide assignments with the individual student’s 

ability in mind.  
 


